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Upgrades Taking Ethereum to the Next Level
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I would risk saying that the upcoming Ethereum upgrades are the most important event and the most 
impactful events since the DeFi summer and the NFT boom. The Ethereum upgrades, formerly known 
as Serenity aka Ethereum 2.0, will enable an explosion of possibilities in the Ethereum blockchain, make 
it more secure, more decentralized, and energy-efficient and will allow millions of people (and given 
enough time, perhaps billions) to interact with DeFi protocols, NFTs and the Web3 ecosystem. 

This is the moment that we have been waiting for. 

The long-awaited Ethereum upgrades – The Beacon chain (already live), The Merge and Shard Chains 
– promise to revolutionize the Web 3 world. These important upgrades have been planned for many 
years. The Ethereum core developers have spent thousands of hours developing and testing these 
network improvements that will move Ethereum from PoW to PoS and implement shard chains to 
increase the throughput from approx. 15 transactions per second to up to 100k TPS. These are radical 
changes for the network. How will they affect Ethereum, the users, validators, and Ether’s price? 

Introduction

04 Ethereum Upgrade:  What ’s  Changing and Why Does I t  Matter
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All blockchains aim to achieve a vital balance between scalability, security, and decentralization. The 
delicate balance between these 3 factors (also called the blockchain trilemma) has been the Aquiles 
heel of every blockchain for many years. Usually, other Proof of Stake networks that allow high 
throughput end up sacrificing decentralization or security. Ethereum is trying to change that, but… did 
the Ethereum developers find the Holy Grail for blockchain scalability?

The Ethereum developers have been planning since the Ethereum inception a few upgrades that would 
allow the blockchain to be more decentralized, (even) more secure, and more scalable. They also 
strive to put a cherry on the top of the cake: making Ethereum more energy efficient.

Achieving these 4 things with the upcoming upgrades would be already a massive achievement that will 
open the Valhalla gates of adoption and drive more usage for Ether. However, there is more good news 
that may drive the price up. The move to Proof of Stake will require validators to stake Ether, locking it 
away from the secondary market. Staking Ether will provide rewards that will likely incentivize a good 
percentage of the total Ether supply to be staked. By securing the network with validator nodes, stakers 
will also earn rewards that can go up to 10%.   

Don’t get too excited though. Good things take time, and in the Ethereum case, the 4 improvements 
previously mentioned will not come immediately nor simultaneously. 

The rise of a more decentralized, secure, scalable, and efficient network

Cracking the Blockchain Trilemma



The Ethereum upgrades that will lead us to PoS and Shard Chains (formerly called Ethereum 2.0, which 
was formerly called Serenity) will be rolled out in 3 phases.

These upgrades have 5 sacred design goals that Ethereum developers follow religiously: 
decentralization, resilience, security, simplicity, and longevity. If you have been following the 
Ethereum developer calls, you will know that everything that is discussed circles around these principles.

Additionally, the plans to move Ethereum to Proof of Stake are not new. The original Ethereum white 
paper published by Vitalik Buterin already mentions Proof of Stake, and these blog posts dating from 
2014 also outline how Proof of Stake and slashing should work.

Now, 8 years later, the transition is finally in progress.
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Low throughput (avg. 15tps)

The Solution: Updating 
Ethereum - Beacon Chain,  

the Merge and Shard Chains
Current Ethereum

Problems
Design goal

Clogged network

High transaction fees

High disc space requirements

High energy consumption

Miners: It requires expensive 
specialized hardware to participate 

as a miner

High throughput 
(theoretically up to 100k tps)

Better speed

Very low transaction fees

It splits the database horizontally to 
spread the load

Very low energy consumption

Validators: anyone can be a validator 
= more equal distribution of rewards 

+ more decentralization

Scalability and resiliency

Scalability and resiliency

Scalability and resiliency

Scalability and resiliency

Security and longevity

Security and longevity

No client diversification (most 
nodes use Geth)

Multiple user-friendly clients built in 
different programming languages Security, longevity and resiliency

Upgrades Taking Ethereum to the Next 
Level

https://blog.ethereum.org/2016/12/06/history-casper-chapter-1/
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The Ethereum network will rely on a series of EIPs and upgrades in order to achieve the feats above. 
These updates are happening at the time of the writing, except for the Shard Chains, which will 
materialize more down the road.
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The Beacon Chain
(Live)

The Merge
(H2 2022)

Shard Chains
(2023)

The new Ethereum backbone: the beacon chain

The Beacon chain is phase 0 of this Ethereum upgrade. Also called the consensus layer, you can see it 
as the conductor of the proof of stake validator orchestra: an orchestra that is likely to have hundreds of 
thousands of validators. 

The Beacon chain went live on Dec 1st 2020, and has been working smoothly since then. In a nutshell, 
the Beacon chain kick-started the PoS consensus layer and the staking. Staking and participating as a 
validator is easy, BUT the staked ETH will be locked until the merge happens (which is likely towards 
the end of 2022). Only after the merge validators will be allowed to withdraw their staked ETH, but 
even then, it will take some time as the network have mechanisms to ensure that validators entering or 
exiting the network will do it slowly. This is important to prevent attacks or sudden drops in the number 
of validators. 

Figure 1 - The total value of staked ETH has been steadily increasing.  

Source: Glassnode.



The total amount of Ether staked is at the time of the writing approx. 12.4 million ETH. In other words, 
this means that pre-merge, people are already staking their Ethereum and contributing to secure the 
network with over $29 billion. This makes Ethereum the biggest PoS blockchain in the market (although 
the “ETH1” mainnet is still running on PoW). The amount of Ethereum staked even surpassed the 
market capitalization of the biggest PoS network (or should I say second biggest) – Solana. 

Note that the thousands of people staking the $29 billion worth of Ether are betting that the merge will 
be successful sometime soon. Otherwise, their staked ETH will continue to be locked. 

At the same time, these 12.4 million ETH staked represent approx.. 389 000 validators on the network, 
making Ethereum (AFAIK) the most decentralized blockchain network on the map. At least by validator 
count. 
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Figure 2 - Validator Distribution by ETH1 addresses.  

Source: beaconcha.in

Of course, not all these validators can be considered truly decentralized, considering that some of them 
are in the hands of centralized exchanges, custodians, and staking pools such as Lido and Rocket. But 
still, we can say that 389 000 validators are a level of decentralization that we hardly saw anywhere 
else.
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Figure 3 - Source: eth2 calculator maintained by @StakeETH

One more indicator that tells us how eager people are to stake their Ether is the fact that although the 
annualized returns for stakers decline the more ETH is staked, we continue to see more and more 
Ether being staked with no signs of slowing down. 

There’s a couple of important considerations regarding the staking rewards.

First, the rewards post-merge are expected to be way higher. How is this going to impact the demand 
and price for Ether? I detail it later in the document. 

Second, it’s not all sunshine and rainbows. Validators also incur risks. If a validator misbehaves, their 
stake can be slashed. Let me lay down a few details on slashing so we get it out of the way.

• Validators can lose from 0.5 ETH to the entire stake for dishonest work
• Validators can also be kicked out of the network 
• Examples of slashable offenses are double proposals, conflicting proposals or double voting, and 

inactivity leak (offline penalty when over 1/3 of the nodes are offline)

Ethereum Upgrade:  What ’s  Changing and Why Does I t  Matter
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When will it happen? Nobody knows the exact date, and there will be no precise date. A “difficulty bomb” 
was implemented, and it will time the moment when PoW miners will stop validating blocks and the 
transition is done to PoS. Practically speaking, this will happen when the TTD – Total Terminal Difficulty 
– hits the wall and triggers the transition. 
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Ethereum
Consensus layer: 

PoW + execution layer

Ethereum
Consensus layer: 

PoW + execution layer

Beacon chain 
Consensus layer: PoS

No execution later

Let me start by saying that we don’t call it ETH 2.0 anymore. The devs decided to eliminate the “ETH2” 
terminology since it was causing confusion. 

So, what’s happening? 

The Ethereum mainnet will merge with the Beacon chain and become PoS. 

The Merge: The Long Waited  Holy Grail?

https://github.com/ethereum/consensus-specs/pull/2462/
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The developers, however, can decide to postpone the difficulty bomb, as there’s a long checklist of 
testing and debugging that needs to be made to ensure a smooth, safe, and seamless transition to 
PoS.  In a nutshell, there’s A LOT of testing to be done. The developers have been testing the different 
Ethereum clients (both execution clients and consensus clients). There is a checklist of necessary 
testing that needs to be successfully completed in order to allow the difficulty bomb to happen, but here 
are the main testing components:

• Successfully test the merge on a new testnet – Kiln (completed in March)
• Test all the combinations of execution clients and consensus clients (as you can see below, there 

are 20 possible combinations)
• Complete a number of shadow forks on the Beacon chain (these shadow forks allow to test 

payloads in the execution layer of the Beacon chain, and some shadow forks were already 
executed successfully)

• Smoothly transition and execute the Merge on existing testnets (Ropsten, Goerli, etc.). 

You can follow the updates regarding the difficulty bomb here, as a delay on the testings above will likely 
motivate a delay on the difficulty bomb (i.e., devs deciding to postpone it). For extra geekiness, you 
can follow the Ethereum core devs call on the Ethereum Foundation YouTube channel, track how many 
Ethereum blocks are produced per week, or track the average block speed which without difficulty bomb 
is approx. 13 seconds.

Figure 4 - Blocks per week. The 
effects of the difficulty bomb 
start to be seen. Postponing it, it 
would bring the line back to the 
previous levels (just like previous 
bomb cancelations seen on the 
chart).  
Source: Dune Analytics. 

https://github.com/ethereum/pm/blob/master/Merge/mainnet-readiness.md
https://kiln.themerge.dev/
https://launchpad.ethereum.org/en/overview
https://launchpad.ethereum.org/en/overview
https://ethresear.ch/t/blocks-per-week-as-an-indicator-of-the-difficulty-bomb/12120/15
https://dune.com/yulesa/Blocks-per-Week
https://etherscan.io/chart/blocktime
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Are the Ethereum validator rewards attractive? 

Once the Merge happens, the validator’s reward will increase from the current 4% to… maybe 
around 10%. That’s more than double! There has been a lot of speculation about the block rewards 
for validators and there are many variables that are needed to calculate those rewards. However, the 
way miners and validators are rewarded is going to be quite different, which will likely generate a large 
impact on attracting validators to the network. 

First, most rewards will come from the fees paid by the users rather than the static block reward – 
currently 2 ETH - paid to the miners. Additionally, part of the gas fees paid by the users are burned, and 
the remaining fee + priority fee is sent to the validators. 

In other words: 
1. Because miners will be removed from the network, the need to pay high block rewards will also 

decrease, thus drastically reducing the issuance of new ETH
2. The fees paid by the users are partly burned and partly paid to the validators. This is the Ether burn 

mechanism implemented by the London hard fork (EIP 1559 which until burned over 2.25 million 
ETH, corresponding to over $5.6 billion)

12 Ethereum Upgrade:  What ’s  Changing and Why Does I t 

Figure 5 - Currently, the ETH minted (used to reward the miners) is higher than the burned  
supply. However, the amount of burned ETH will surpass the minted supply post-merge.

Result? This will reduce the inflation rate from 4% to -1%, i.e., making Ether deflationary. I think that by 
now you can start seeing why the Ethereum community start calling Ethereum “Ultrasound money” and 
adding emoji to their Twitter profile. 
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It’s a bit hard to say how much the APR will be for Ethereum stakers as it will depend on how many 
validators exist at any given moment. However, according to projections from Jim McDonald from the 
Attestant and from Justin Drake (kudus for them), it’s likely that once the network hits 450 000 validators 
(there are 389 000 at the time of the writing), the APR will be around 8%. 

The APR declines with validator count, and it’s likely to correspond to:

Again, there are more variables, and validators will likely make more money considering the gas fees 
paid and priority fees. 

What does this mean for the Ethereum price? Well, other PoS networks with similar APRs paid to 
validators have a big percentage of their circulating supply staked by users.

76%

41.5%

72%

64%

9.83%

Network Reward (APY) Total Staked

5.36%

6.12%

4.99%

8.98%

4.3%

Solana

Terra

Cardano

Avalanche

Ethereum (Beacon)

Rewards as of May 9th, 2022

It seems that the forecast for Ethereum staking in the future is pretty clear, with higher rewards and 
the fact that validators will be able to “unstake” more easily than now, we are likely to see a huge influx 
of Ether being staked. The total Ether staked is at the moment only around 10% f the total supply, but 
what if the total Ether staked increases to levels similar to other PoS chains?

Is this one more step towards Ethereum becoming the internet bond?

You will have 3 ways of participating as a validator, from solo staking to using “staking as a service” 
provider to using a staking pool which gives you total staking liquidity.  

https://www.attestant.io/posts/exploring-execution-block-rewards/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1vrK5sY5ooq-F8dcyRhmmAJ5YtgkvWKWP3OfGCZIYxSA/edit#gid=0
https://newsletter.banklesshq.com/p/eth-the-internet-bond?s=r
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The problem:
• In what ways can a blockchain scale the number of transactions?

The solutions:
• You will Spread the workload across different chains 
• Increase block size (but blockchain size may get very big and create centralization problems)
• Merged mining by allowing different chains to share the same mining power (in the end, it will 

require more computing power and storage from the miners)

It’s hard to scale and have a good “Decentralization x Scalability x Security” balance, but it seems that 
Ethereum is about to nail the problem in the head by choosing the first option. In fact, spreading the 
workload across different chains is already done via existing Ethereum L2s, such as rollups. But what if 
we do all this without the need to leave the Ethereum network. 

The next phase of the Ethereum upgrade will be the Shard Cains (likely sometime in 2023).

Currently, Ethereum can handle, on average 15 tps, and the current layer 2 solutions (L2s) can scale it 
to something around 10000 tps. However, the Shard Chains will bring something closer to 100 000 tps, 
making Ethereum the most scalable blockchain in the world. Goodbye “Ethereum killers”. 

14 Ethereum Upgrade:  What ’s  Changing and Why Does I t  Matter

Shard  1

Shard 2 

...Shard 64

Shard Chains 
Making Ethereum faster than Visa
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In a nutshell, the state of the shards is recorded in the beacon chain blocks as crosslinks and the 
Beacon chain is the big coordinator of all the shards.

The first phase of the shard chain upgrade will allow only data storage, and in the second phase, shard 
chains will have the computational capacity with virtual machines that can execute smart contracts, 
i.e., EEs – Execution Environments. dApps will be running on these shard chains, increasing a lot their 
throughout. 

This will unlock thousands of use cases that nowadays are hard to accomplish because of the high gas 
fees. DeFi protocols, DEXs, and lending protocols have nowadays sometimes prohibitive transaction 
fees on the Ethereum blockchain. Sometimes dozens or hundreds of dollars. What about NFTs? I tried 
to get the Adidas into the Metaverse NFT, but the gas fee was $600. I tried to get the Outherdeeds, 
but the gas fee was $2000. But this will change. Just by imagining a fast and cheap Ethereum, I start 
thinking about John Lennon’s “Imagine” lyrics (check it out at the end of the document). 

Ethereum price potential

Okay, enough BS. What does this mean to the Ether price? There are some important key drivers that 
are likely to increase Ether demand and consequently motivate price appreciation.

Staking APYs increase: we continue to see more Ether being staked every day, and this is likely to 
accelerate after the merge as the rewards will be very attractive (perhaps close to 10%). Currently, $29 
billion are already staked, but this amount will probably pass $100 billion, which removes a large portion 
of Ether from the market. Ether has been largely withdrawn from exchanges. 

The Tripple Halving and Inflation rate: considering EIP 1559 fee burning mechanism and the change 
in the reward mechanism from miners to validators, the Ether will become a deflationary asset, and its 
scarcity will only increase in the future. Post merge, the inflation rate will become -1% to -2% per year. 
This is also what people usually refer to as “The Tripple Halving.”

Energy consumption and ESG: the transition from PoW to PoS will reduce the Ethereum energy 
consumption by 99%. This will open the gates to institutions that previously didn’t want or couldn’t 
invest due to environmental and ESG concerns. 

Network adoption: currently, there are over 500 000 active addresses, over 150 million addresses 
used in total, over 21 million Metamask users, hundreds of DeFi applications, a TVL of over $150 
million, and huge network effects. This surely grows with the new Ethereum upgrades and translates 
into big network effects that will attract even more dApps and users.
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Figure 6 - The number of wallets with more than 1 ETH has been steadily increasing.  
Source: Glassnode.

The Merge upgrade is no doubt a bit lift for the Ethereum developers. It’s like asking a mechanic to 
change the engine of a bus full of passengers while driving on a highway. So don’t be surprised if 
there’s another delay. 

It terms of price appreciation, it’s meaningless to give a specific date, considering that nobody knows 
the exact date of the merge. Saying this, we believe that Ether price can break the previous all time 
high and hover around the ranges in the chart below, 6 and 12 months post merge.
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Market sentiment: the market sentiment is very positive toward the merge, and the general consensus 
is that the price will appreciate. Additionally, on-chain data shows a lot of accumulation, and more 
wallets hold more than 1 ETH (at the time of the writing, around 1.5 million wallets have more than 1 
ETH, which is a 25% increase when compared to 1 year ago).
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Imagine there’s no high fees
It’s easy if you try

No gas wars below us
Above us, only NFTs

Imagine all the people
Livin’ for DeFi

Ah

Imiagine there’s no centralization
It isn’t hard to do 

No failed transactions
And no MEV, too

Imagine all the people
Transaction on Ethereum

You

You may say I’m a dreamer
But the Ethereum core devs agree
I hop you’ll join us after the Merge

And the world will be as one!



The information contained in this document has been compiled by HashKey Group (as defined below) 
from sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty express or implied is made by 
HashKey Group, its affiliates or any other person as to its fairness, reasonableness, reliability, accuracy, 
completeness or correctness. All illustrations, examples or forward-looking information (if any) contained 
in this document have been provided in good faith for illustrative purposes only as of the date of this 
document, and are not intended to serve as, and must not be relied upon as, a guarantee, an assurance, 
a prediction or a definitive statement of fact or probability. Whilst efforts are made to ensure the accuracy 
and completeness of the information contained in this document at the time of publication, errors or 
omissions may occur. Past performance is not a guide to future performance, future returns are not 
guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. HashKey Group reserves the right to correct any 
errors or omissions, and to change or update information at any time without prior notice. 

Each legal jurisdiction has its own laws regulating the types of investments and/or services which may 
be offered to its residents and/or in its jurisdiction, as well as the process for doing so. As a result, 
certain investment products or services discussed in this document may not be eligible for sale or 
offered in some jurisdictions. This document is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase 
any investments or services. Unless otherwise specified, HashKey Group does not hold itself out to be 
licensed to carry on regulated activities in any jurisdiction. Additionally, providing this material is not, and 
under no circumstances should be construed to act as a regulated business in any jurisdiction by any 
person or company that is not legally permitted to carry on such regulated business in that jurisdiction.
 Nothing in this document constitutes legal, accounting, or tax advice, and you are advised to seek 
independent legal, tax and accounting advice prior to acting upon anything contained in this document. 
The contents of this material have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority. Investors are advised 
to exercise caution in relation to any investments or services in relation to this document. If you are in 
doubt about any of the contents of this material, you should obtain independent professional advice. 
To the full extent permitted by law, neither HashKey Group nor any of its affiliates, no any other 
person, accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of 
this document or the information contained herein. No information contained in this document may be 
reproduced or copied by any means without the prior written consent of HashKey Group. 

“HashKey Group” is a brand name to describe any one or more entities of the group companies 
composed of HashKey Digital Asset Group Limited and its Affiliates.

Disclaimer
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